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about the textual criticism of those verses so youMy not be misled xx by the-

one copy that will not be misled by the otle r copies. Well, it is t- a very brief

conclusion regarding the verse. If we had another week maybe I would take an

hour. But I think that you can draw your own conclusion further. I have two more

Roman numerals that I want to come to .. . ard since I announced yesterday that

we are not going to meet this coming Thursday, but I wanted to come-- cover nine

and ten. I do not expect to get nearly as much on nine or ten, but number nine.

Irterpret-the- Interpretation of the Old Testament. There are a few points and

I think it very x vital to ne ntlon them under this. It is harder than the interpretation

of kkkRx the New Testament. Interpretation of the Old Testament is more diffitxcult

than the k interpretation of theNew. Now, why is it more difficult . There are four

reasons that I would like to look at in the Greek. Number one, the language is far

different from English. The language is me different, it is not more difficult. The Greek

It is more difficult I believe than the Hebrew, becuase there are many more were.y

.ways of expressing exact thought than in Hebrew therefore ... to get the full benefit

that wecan kxx from the understanding, and Greek is a much more extensive task

than... but of course we kxx have this per M4rtg unfortunate thing--we haw

a diffferent kind o f letter toic learn and we have to learn to go in the opposite

directi n than what we are used to . and that is difficult, I remember when I took

a boat crossing England or time and my mother said as soon as you get there send

me a cable and and I know that you are safely across theAtlantic. So I sent her

a cable saying that I 1x had arrived, butl wrote her a letter thenext day and then

I said I had five times the difficulty crossing the street as I had the Atlantic

ocean, simply because Ic in this country all the cars drive on the right side of the

street and there they drive on the left, aid c you say what difference does 'this
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